2001 toyota tacoma fuel filter

Discussion in ' 1st Gen. Tacomas ' started by Basic Taco , Oct 17, Log in or Sign up. Tacoma
World. Welcome to Tacoma World! You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you
need to register for a FREE account. Quick Links: Rack and pinion bushings replacement
question Front diff nightmare. Please lend some advice. Want a different front bumper for my
'02 Misfire Mayhem! Viair c mounting Strange problem with engine. Post Reply. I am wondering
where the location is on my 2. Also, how often should it be replaced? Changed the gasket and
gave them a good cleaning. Problem still there. Going to replace spark plugs next. If the
problem is still there after that, fuel filter it is? IIRC mine was under the cab near the driver-side
door, but I have the 3. MacGyvR , Oct 17, Sicyota04 , Oct 17, MacGyvR likes this. Wsidr1 , Oct
17, Show Ignored Content. Tacomas Backcountry Adventures: Northern California. Lubegard
Automatic Transmission Fluid Protectant, 10 oz. It is not created or sold by the OE car
company. Code 3RZFE. Energy Suspension 9. Username or email address: Do you already have
an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? We offer
a full selection of genuine Toyota Fuel Filters, engineered specifically to restore factory
performance. Please narrow the Gas Filter results by selecting the vehicle. About Toyota Fuel
Filter Fuel Filter stops articles and debris in the gas tank from getting into fuel pump. After a
longtime usage, the gas tank can be rusted and retain moisture, further leading to a fuel
pollution. Therefore, the fuel filter acts like a guard making sure only clean gas can go through
to fuel pump in order to make the life time longer. There is an exception for some new car that
are made after that the fuel pump cannot be replaced. Otherwise, you need to change your fuel
filter immediately once you find your fuel filter is failing. If you find your Toyota is lack of power,
or the car doesn't start, or a decreasing fuel economy, or the Check Engine Light is on, these
are signs indicating your fuel filter needs your care. Before replacement, you need buy a brand
new one. Price is the only thing we would like to reduce, but not the quality. We offer all Toyota
OEM fuel filter with a beautiful cheap price. Featured Toyota Fuel Filter. Our Customers
Reviews. Award Winning Customer Service. Discussion in ' 1st Gen. Tacomas ' started by
tacoburrito99 , Oct 25, Log in or Sign up. Tacoma World. Welcome to Tacoma World! You are
currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Quick
Links: Fender flares removed Asking for fan clutch reviews Dash and Shifter bulb replacement
Change fluid in the front diff.. Post Reply. Joined: Oct 23, Member: Messages: 6. Could use
some help. Troubleshooting crank no start issue on my Tacoma v6 5spd 4x4. Night before I ran
the truck really low on gas. Tried to start next morning and got the crank no start. Started with
adding gas as it was really low. Thought it was possible I could have fried the pump. Adding gas
didn't help. Put my ear to gas tank and had friend turn key, can't hear the pump. Checked EFI in
under hood fuse box and Open relay under dash. Swapped them and both would make clicking
sound when key was in on position. What else should I check here? Also disconnected fuel line
to engine and cranked, no fuel came out. Then tested fuel pump power n ground wires with
multimeter and am getting 12 volts. Dropped gas tank and tested pump straight from battery,
pump works fine. What's my next best bet? Should I check for spark and how? I did shoot so
throttle body cleaner and tried to get it started but no dice. One thing to note is that my check
engine light had been on for weeks, now with key in on position the check engine light is no
longer on. Could this be an idication of the ecm? Will be standing by. Are the coil packs
working? There's 3 on the passenger side; see if gas will flow through the fuel filter too. Use
dielectric in the electrical connections. Bulldogs , Oct 25, Tried your suggestions, cracked fuel
line from filter to pump and turned key to on position no fuel was primed. Also again didn't hear
pump. Also tested for spark and plugs are working fine. Am I missing any other relays or fuses
to check? Bulldogs , Oct 27, Luv my yota and Lester Lugnut like this. Can't believe it. Such a
noob move. It was the efi fuse. I didn't see it on the fuse box map because mines slightly melted
Thank you for all the feedback guys. Luv my yota and cruiserguy like this. Bulldogs , Oct 28,
Man I dug through every bit of troubleshooting and found another guy had swapped his relays
on you tube. Luv my yota , Oct 26, Show Ignored Content. Tacomas Backcountry Adventures:
Northern California. Lubegard Automatic Transmission Fluid Protectant, 10 oz. It is not created
or sold by the OE car company. Code 3RZFE. Energy Suspension 9. Username or email
address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is:
Forgot your password? Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Electric Fuel Pump.
Fuel Cap Tester Adapter. Fuel Filler Hose. Fuel Filler Neck. Fuel Hose. Fuel Injection Idle Speed
Stabilizer. Fuel Injection Plenum Gasket Set. Fuel Level Sending Unit. Fuel Pump. Fuel Pump
Hanger Assembly. Fuel Pump Tank Seal. Fuel Pump and Strainer Set. Fuel Screen. Fuel Sending
Unit. Fuel Tank. Fuel Tank Cap. Fuel Tank Cap Seal. Fuel Tank Pressure Sensor. Fuel Tank
Strap. Fuel Tank Vent Valve. Fuel Tank Vent Valve Seal. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals
and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical.
Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. AC Delco. Beck Arnley. Original Equipment. Premium

Guard. VR Gaskets. Shop By Vehicle. API Fuel Filter. Click to Enlarge. WIX Fuel Filter. Features:
Light Duty. Beck Arnley Fuel Filter. Features: Quality construction Finest materials Excellent
quality. Premium Guard Fuel Filter. Pronto Fuel Filter. Pronto PF Fuel Filter. Hastings Fuel Filter.
Hastings GF Fuel Filter. Features: In-Line Fuel Filter. NPN Fuel Filter. Product List Price:.
Features: OE Equivalent and a direct fit application Precision OE Quality milled threaded fittings
High pressure hardened steel construction Corrosion resistant powder coating finish OE fit
mounting bracket designs. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. AC Delco Fuel Filter.
OPParts Fuel Filter. Meyle Fuel Filter. Product Remark: Complete In-Line. Original Equipment
Fuel Filter. Image is not vehicle specific. Ecogard Fuel Filter - In-Line. Mahle Fuel Filter - In-Line.
Catalog: P. Vehicle Engine Toyota Tacoma. Catalog: H. Catalog: N. Catalog: B. Catalog: T.
Catalog: A. Catalog: C. Discussion in ' 2nd Gen. Tacomas ' started by cormchar , Aug 24, Log in
or Sign up. Tacoma World. Welcome to Tacoma World! You are currently viewing as a guest! To
get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Quick Links: Which satellite receiver to
get? Fuel Filter Change?? Post Reply. Hey guys, When do you normally change your fuel filter
on your 2nd Generation Tacoma? How many km's? Saw this on Tundra Solutions back when I
was on that site, thought it might be helpful. The great fuel filter myth. Written by Jim Hopkins,
Toyota Tech Adviser Feb 08, at AM When Toyota Engineers first developed their electronic fuel
injection EFI , they were searching for a maintenance free, self regulating fuel system that would
continually maintain itself in optimum working condition, with NO maintenance. A fuel system
customers would just love for it's low, low maintenance. They knew that the fuel must be kept
clean enough to pass freely through the fuel injectors, etc. For this dedicated filtering purpose
"Nippondenso" developed a very special fuel filter with over ten times the filtering surface of
any previous automotive fuel filter. It is inside a very strong, rust proof metal container with
high quality threaded fittings, to withstand the high fuel pressures of EFI. The filter medium is
carefully pleated, so a huge filter area can be installed inside a compact metal container. It is a
truly fantastic fuel filter! The Engineers explained it this way. Therefore they had previously
recommended their replacement at the 50K km service, because they felt that in some parts of
the world the fuel filters may not make it to the next service at K km with much reserve to spare.
They had found however that, overall, North American fuel was relatively clean. There would be
even less contamination entering EFI cars fuel filters, because of the new, large filter sock over
the fuel pump pickup tube, inside the fuel tank that was made quite fine to protect the high
speed electric fuel pump required on EFI cars. This pick up filter sock was somewhat "self
cleaning" due to the sloshing action of the fuel in the tank bottom, and most dirt would just
slosh off and be captured in the bottom of the fuel tank where it could do little harm. Unless, of
course, someone dumped a full bucket of mud into the fuel tank. They reassured us that with
the smaller fuel tank filler neck it was very doubtful that this would ever happen. In any case no
filter could ever hope to cope with a humongous, catastrophic amount of dirt entering the fuel
tank, and that it would require removal and cleaning of the fuel tank anyway. Compare fuel
filters! If the older style smaller fuel filter had a filtering capacity of then this new EFI fuel filter
with ten times the filtering capacity would be rated at At 50K km the older fuel filter car would
have It's smaller fuel filter replaced with a brand new factory replacement fuel filter, according
to the factory recommended maintenance schedule, so it's reserve filtering capacity would be
restored from 50 to Since the EFI car neither required nor received any fuel filter maintenance
it's larger unit filtration area would now have only a reserve of units. At K km inspection, the
same recommended services would be performed, leaving the older fuel filter car with a fresh
new fuel filter, with it's filtering capacity fully restored to However, the EFI car would now have
it's reserve lowered to After the K km service the older fuel filter car would be again restored to
units, while the EFI car would still have units reserve. At K km the older style would be restored
to units, and the EFI car would be left with units. At K km it would be to reserve filtering units. At
K km, to At K kmto At Kkm to At K km to And on and onâ€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦. Therefore it may, just may,
be necessary to recommend that the EFI car should also have it's fuel filter replaced at one
million and 50k km. We should live so long! However, if the rate of accumulation of dirt was
much lower than the predicted 50 filtration units per 50K km, during this one million km. The
lower dirt content would not have benefited the older, small fuel filter car at all. As well, the
older style fuel filter would have contributed eighteen discarded fuel filters into a land fill, and at
even five bucks a filter, cost the customer "ninety" dollars in maintenance. No more fuel filter
replacements! Fuel filter replacement is finally just a relic of the past! At this time twenty years
ago fuel filters were completely deleted from all Toyota service maintenance schedules for all
EFI vehicles. The oil change, air filter change, etc. But, all references to "fuel filter replacement"
were deleted for all time from all factory service manuals. A whole half page of the factory
service manual is devoted just to inspecting fuel pipes for any kinks or deformation including
illustrations of a leaking fuel line. Text and illustrations of the precise, recommended placement

of the rubber fuel line's spring hose clamp is fully covered, but absolutely NO mention whatever
of "fuel filter replacement". There is absolutely NO mention of any fuel filter replacement in any
owner's manual does anyone ever read them? Do you think that the factory repair and owner's
manuals were trying to tell people something??? Did you get the hidden message?? The fuel
filter was considered to have a service life far exceeding the projected life of the majority of
most of the vehicle's other components, and was fully expected to outlast the cars.
Replacement of the fuel filter made much less sense than the replacement of the fuel tank or the
replacement of the ignition key, or the trunk lid emblem. Parts people were instructed to
anticipate virtually zero fuel filter sales. One less maintenance service problem??? Customers
would love this!!! But, much to the dismay of many Engineers, fuel filter replacement sales for
EFI equipped cars remained telatively high. Discarded fuel filters were reclaimed, opened up
and found to contain almost no dirt at all. Why were people replacing them??? The best laid
plans of mice and men often go astray! Who knew why??? There was great concern that there
was a high risk involved because some dirt could accidentally enter the fuel system,
downstream of the fuel filter during the fuel filters replacement, and damage the downstream
fuel injectors etc. There was also concern that all fuel line fitting gaskets, etc. This part of the
EFI system was intended to be serviced "only" by trained mechanics, yet it was apparent that it
was being serviced by people who, clearly did not know what they were doing. There were many
complaints that replacement fuel filters were much too expensive, and much too difficult to
replace. Why were people still replacing them?? Nobody seemed to know. Believing that the
fuel filters were too highly visible they were painted black, and the Engineers tucked them up
under the intake chamber where they were very difficult to see or service, on the 7M- GE
models, to discourage needless replacement, but people kept on replacing fuel filter, despite
the difficulties. It was suggested that a sticker be applied to warn people not to replace the fuel
filter. This had been done previously to discourage needless spark plug replacement. The
warning sticker helped, but many people simply ignored the warning sticker and replaced the
spark plugs anyway. Another very hard to break habit, that still continues today. Nobody
wanted to commit to stating "NEVER" replace fuel filters, as that's a very, very strong
statement. Replace fuel filter every one million kilometres, or 25 years, whichever comes first! I
think a sticker on the fuel filter stating: Warning! Do you think that fuel filter replacement is
genetic?? My father always replaced his spark plugs and fuel filter, and I am fully committed to
continue replacing mine too, and to the preservation of this fine family tradition. I don't
know???? I just can't explain why people insist on performing these seasonal, cultural, fuel
filter rituals. It must be passed down from father to son as it's been going on for over 20 years!
No warning sticker can ever overcome that kind of dogged determination. Why were people in
North America still replacing these costly and difficult, and risky to replace fuel filters with NO
instructions or any valid technical reasons for doing so??? It soon became apparent to the
Engineers that fuel filter replacement was so deeply ingrained into the North American culture
that people just could not break their highly addictive fuel filter habits. I had many phone calls:
"Where the hell is the dam fuel filter any way?? What lame brained idiot put the fuel filter up
there where I can't even get at it? He sure didn't know a dam thing about what he was doing! I
could sure teach him a thing or two about engineering cars. The answer was usually " I always
replace fuel filters. I won't ever risk having a fuel filter plugging up. So I asked, "Have you ever
had one plug up??? Because I always replace them. That's why" How can you ever argue with
such success??? I suppose that if people derive some deep inner spiritual satisfaction by
performing their traditional "fuel filter replacement" ritual, they are free to continue to do so! But
I really wonder why they insist on doing it?? Instead of applause, the poor Engineer receives
insults! I see from reviewing many of the posts on this site that the grand tradition of fuel filter
replacement continues on unabated. It continues to be, by choice, the first recommended line of
attack, to resolve almost any performance problem. I see posts from owners whose crankcase
breather pipes must be so badly clogged with hardened crud that a "Roto Rooter" couldn't clear
them engine oil forced out through the distributor?? I have never, ever seen the replacement of
a fuel filter successfully resolve any problem. Why do people always recommend first replacing
the fuel filter??? Any suggestions???? I suspect that with tens of thousands of Toyota fuel filter
sales, that a great many people are accumulating a nice nest egg to finance their early
retirement. Americans spend many millions of dollars a year on fuel filters. Would this money
not be better spent elsewhere? Perhaps a: "I gave up replacing my fuel filter so that a starving
child could eat! Are fuel filters car owner's pacifiers, or security blankets?? I have cut discarded
fuel filters apart , but I have never found anything inside that would ever restrict fuel flow. They
appeared almost as clean as new inside?? If anyone has ever found one of these "Denso" fuel
filters that was ever actually clogged with dirt?? I would sure like to hear from you. They may
exist?? But, I have not found any in twenty years. Please post if you have ever replaced a fuel

filter because there was real evidence that the fuel filter was actually restricting fuel flow, and a
replacement filter actually solved the problem by restoring the fuel flow. Please post if one of
these fuel filters has ever passed a particle of dirt that damaged a fuel injector. I believe that the
fuel filters very, very clean passing through these fuel filters as I have not yet seen a dirt
clogged fuel injector. I have found fuel pump residual check valves leaking from what I assumed
was a spec of dirt too small to see as discussed in my previous post on fuel pumps, but I have
always believed that this was because the fuel pump check valve was only protected only by the
fuel pump intake filter sock, and not by the actual in line fuel filter. The fuel pressure regulator
never seems to leak residual fuel line pressure. I think it's because it's fuel is all completely
filtered??? Anyone ever found a leak fuel pressure regulator??? I have only experienced one
incident of fuel supply clogging, and that was because someone had attempted to repair a fuel
tank by pouring an epoxy treatment inside to seal a damaged fuel tank The epoxy coating
peeled off and completely clogged the fuel pump filter sock, inside the fuel tank, but the fuel
filter was still OK. I recommended replacement of the fuel tank and the fuel pump, as it had
become overheated while sucking away on it's plugged inlet filter sock. Never had a restricted
fuel filter though. Please post if you have ever found a restricted fuel filter???? SupraMania The great fuel filter myth. KBToyota , Aug 24, Waited many moons likes this. Yeah couldn't find
it in the owner's manual which is why I asked the question. So I'm guessing people are not
changing it since it's not needed, according to Toyota. HondaGM , Aug 24, My '99 Land Cruiser
has K miles and has never had the fuel filter changed. I had taken it in to have it changed as a
precaution and service manager said it is a permanent filter. That was K miles ago. Engine still
runs fine and mileage has never changed since new. Guess I will forget about fuel filter. Lots of
car manufactures are doing this. Gas is better refined now then it was in the day. My wife's old
saturn had k on the original replaceable fuel filter. It never had an issue. I just replaced th efuel
filter in my '90 pickup but thats because it sat for 4 years in storage and the tank got pretty
nasty. I would say unless that vehicle has sat for a long time or some other out of the norm
scenario you should let it be. AAL in rear. Positraction rear diff. I had a 91 chevy 4x4 I drove a
lot in Baja and I had to change the fuel filter in it every 25, miles like clock work. It would start
running like crap above rpm. I also had a 93 Toyota 4x4 V6 and also drove it a lot in Baja. I
changed the fuel filter once at , just for the heck of it, no problem running like the chevy. I
assumed it was the Mexican gas or the stuff in their station tanks. I just looked at the Toyota
factory manual for the 93 and there is no mention of changing the fuel filter. TMW , Aug 24, You
can get an external fuel filter kit from URD. I dont think it is really scheduled but i recommend it,
when I did mine I noticed a little better performance and the old filter was black which seemed
kinda clogged compared to the white brand new filter which I installed a Walbro Gincoma , Aug
24, Vehicle: PreRunner. Mass air seems too easy, cleaned it and air cleaner. More suggestions?
EB Group , Oct 3, Is there a fuel filter to change or not? If so, has someone done a write-up?
This post is full of contradictions. PDXKid , Dec 21, Pyrite Mica Armed in Utah , Dec 21, PDXKid
likes this. The filter is in the tank. Toyota claims it is a lifetime filter However Toyota does not
ever recommend changing it regardless. So it would just be a personal preference thing.
PackCon , Dec 21, If you want to be able to change an external filter, the URD fuel pump options
are good. The new filter would always cure the problem, but it was a nightmare changing the
filter under the intake manifold, I got my arm stuck up in there once and it kind of freaked me
out until after a few deep breaths I figured if it got in there I could get it back out. Eselhengst ,
Oct 25, Show Ignored Content. Tacomas Metra 87 - 94 Toyota Vehicle Harness. Black Spline
Drive Lug Nuts 12x1. Denso Oxygen Sensor. Free shipping. Username or email address: Do you
already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? Find Parts That Fit:. Fuel Filter. Part Number : Supersession s : ; Fits 4Runner, T,
Tacoma
99 chevy 43 engine diagram
2003 dodge caravan owners manual
2016 tacoma brochure
. Full Diagram. From on. RCK10; From to RZN,; From to RZN,,19 ; From to RZN18 ;. View All
Diagrams. Related Products. Alloy Wheels, Lug Nuts. Bed Extender, Brace Kit. Additional dealer
discounts may apply. Please select a dealer to view local pricing. Charles Toyota. Shop Now.
Distance: Schaumburg Toyota. Andrew Toyota. Enter your zip code: View More Dealers. People
Also Bought. Fuel Injector Seal. Engine Oil Filter. Spark Plug. Spark Plug Wire Set. Email this
product. Email Address. Legal Privacy Policy Legal Terms. Specifications, features, equipment,
technical data, performance figures, options, and color and trim are based upon information
available at time of publication, are subject to change without notice, and are for mainland U.
While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not

responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any
information in question with a sales representative. All information applies to U.

